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The nature of behaviour 
and how to influence it



Understanding what is meant by 
‘Behaviour’  

“A series of actions over time”

PATTERNS & TRENDS

Our key task is to be able to identify:

Dynamic & subject to change



A process not an event

• Change is often a process not an event

• Often entails several attempts before 
success

• Usually there  is a pre-existing desire for 
change



WHAT INFLUENCES 

BEHAVIOUR

EXERCISE

Behavioural

Theory 



3 Types of Behavioural Theory 

1. Individual

2. Interpersonal / Group

3. Systems



Individual 

Theory 



Source: Conner, M 2007. Assessing influences on food choices in children using social cognition models. A 

presentation to the Food Standards Agency Workshop on Food Choices, March 2007

Stages of Change Model DiClemente & Prochaska 1985

Pre-
Contemplation

Maintenance Contemplation

Action Preparation

Termination





DESIRE & 
MOTIVATION

Perceived 
Advantage

Admiration

Self Esteem

Pleasure 

Joy

Excitement 
Novelty

Valued by 
others



EASE

Repeated 
Experience

Action is 
Clear

Primed 
Idea

Good 
Mood

Feels 
Familiar

Feels True Feels Good
Feels 

Effortless



Interpersonal 

Model’s / 

Theory 



BEHAVIOURAL

BELIEFS

Evaluation of

behavioural

outcomes

NORMATIVE

BELIEFS

Motivation

to comply

CONTROL

BELIEFS

Perceived

power

Attitude towards

behaviour

Subjective

norm

Perceived

behavioural

control

Behavioural

intention
Behaviour

Theory of reasoned action Ajzen and Fishbein 1980

 Theory of planned behaviour

Source: adapted from: Glanz, Karen and Rimer, Barbara K. 

Theory at a Glance: A Guide for Health Promotion Practice 

Second Edition National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of 

Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 2005

Actual 

behavioural 

control



New and novel



2.5% 13.5% 34% 34% 16%

Diffusion: "process by which an innovation is communicated through certain 

channels over a period of time among the members of a social system”

An innovation: “an idea, practice, or object that is perceived to be new by an 

individual or other unit of adoption” (Rogers 1995)

Diffusion of innovations theory Rogers 1995

Novel, Advantage, Trialling possible, Visible



Systems 

Model’s / Theory 



Ecological Model       
LEVELS OF INTERVENTION

Green L, Kreuter M. (2005). Health program planning: An educational and ecological approach. 4th edition. New York, NY: McGrawhill. 



Technology Economy CultureInstitutionsDemography

NEEDS
(e.g. food, safety, 

meaning, love)

ABILITIES
(e.g. physical, 

mental, social)

OPPORTUNITIES
(e.g. time, resource, 

availability)

MOTIVATION
BEHAVIOURAL 

CONTROL

INTENTION

BEHAVIOUR

WELLBEING/ 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

QUALITY

Societal factors

Vlek et al’s NOA Model (1997) 
Model of individual (consumer) behaviour at centreShaped by macro-level 

societal factors, Result of behaviour is wellbeing (psych) and environmental 

quality (env) Feeback loop shows influence of individ on society



Behaviour

Logic
Rapid 

Cognition

Social and Economic 
Influence
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Inequality

Tradition / Culture / Religion
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Social norms / Relationships

Built 
environment
Infrastructure

Geography
Geo events

Weather
Temperature

Air quality
Pollution

Disease
Infection
Somatic 

state
Nutrition

Age
Gender

Race
Animal / 

Plant 
interactions

Influences on Behaviour

Internal Influence



The contribution and 

limitations of 

Behavioural Science 



The helpful  contribution of 

behavioural sciences



Rational Choice Theory

Classical Economics

Maximising utility

Adam 
Smith

Jean-Baptiste 
Say

David 
Richardo

Thomas Robert 
Malthus

John Stuart 
Mill

1776 Francois    
Quesnay

humans seen 
as: rational & 

narrowly    
self-interested 

actors 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AdamSmith.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jean-baptiste_Say.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/David_Ricardo(1).jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Thomas_Malthus.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:John_Stuart_Mill_by_John_Watkins,_1865.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Wealth_of_Nations.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fran%C3%A7ois_Quesnay.jpg


Rational Exchange
Psychological cost    Psychological benefit

Social cost Social benefit

Financial cost Financial benefit

Physical cost Physical benefit

Time cost Time benefit

Incentives or disincentives  to reduce or increase             



HE AND SHE DON’T EXIST 

ECONOMIC MAN AND WOMAN



We know that in many cases people 

make poor decisions because they:
– Do not pay full attention

– Have  incomplete information

– Have limited cognitive ability

– Have limited  self control

Evolution also has a big impact



Evolution



The Shake Exercise
1. Select something you can read 

and move it  fast  to the left and 

right and try to read it. Keep your 

head still.

2. Now hold the paper still and move 

your head left and right at the 

same speed, and try to read it.



‘Duel Processing’ 

System 1 and 

System 2
Stanovich, KE & West, RF 

2000. Individual differences in reasoning: Implications for the rationality 

debate? Behavioural And Brain Sciences 23, 645–726.  



The neural tug of war
2 1



2 Systems 
1 Automatic 2 Reflective

Uncontrolled Controlled

Effortless Effortful

Intuitive Knowledge driven

Associative Deductive

Fast Slow

Unconscious Conscious

Skilled Rule following

Emotional Rational

Hot Cold



Daniel Kahneman, a 
psychologist won the 
Nobel Prize for 
pointing out that 
economic choices are 
not so rational

Prospect theory** upsets the idea 

of utility:

• People are optimistic but risk 

averse 

• They over value small sure 

short term gains 

• Underestimate uncertain long 

term losses

• Thinking Fast and Slow**

*Daniel Kahneman  Nobel Prize Lecture 2002  at 

http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2002/kahnemann-lecture.pdf

**Thayer Watkins “Kahneman and Tversky's Prospect Theory” at http://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/watkins/prospect.htm

***Daniel Kahneman (2011)“Thinking Fast and Slow”  Penguin Books

THE FATHER OF 
BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS*

http://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/watkins/prospect.htm


Richard Thaler, an economist 
explains how psychological 
nudges and choice architecture 
can help people make better 
decisions

Nudge theory* :

• Anchoring: expectations are set by immediate 
experience and cues such as “half price offer”.

• Availability heuristic: probable outcomes are 
estimated from personal experience.

• Representative heuristics: people search for 
patterns to explain the world.

• Status quo bias: people prefer not to change.

• Herd mentality: what do my peers do?

• Choice architecture: choices are shaped by how 
they are framed, when/ where they are made.

*Richard Thaler and Cass R Sunstein (2008) “Nudge: Improving 

Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness” Yale University Press. 

THE MAN WHO INTRODUCED 
US TO NUDGE



Nudges can be characterised as:

• Positive or only 

minor penalties

• Avoidable

• Passive, and easy, 
i.e. require little effort 

• Low cost, 
to both the person and to the organisation utilizing them



4 Forms of intervention 
(French J SMJ Vol 1. No2 20111, P 154 -162)   

Incentive
Reward

Disincentive
Penalty

Active 
Decision

Conscious / Considered 

Automatic / Unconscious

Passive 
Decision

HUG

NUDGE

SMACK

SHOVE



Incentive
Reward

Disincentive
Punish

The value/cost  exchange matrix©

Cash reward for             
not drink driving

Penalty fine for 
drink driving

Great tasting 
lower cost 

alternatives

Active Decision
Conscious / Considered

Automatic / Unconscious

Passive Decision

HUG SMACK

SHOVE

Minimum Unit 
Price

NUDGE



Offer a salad

Make an express line  for 

healthy products 

Pay cash for desert not

accepted on cards 

Move salad bar away

from  wall

Use glass fruit 

bowls not 

stainless steel

Hide the ice cream. 

Close the lid

Rename the food 

Move the broccoli to 

the start of the queue 

Shrink the bowl



System 1 

Overestimates  
the advantage of 
immediate gains 

An amazing 
survival tool 



The power of Rapid Cognition

An ability to find patterns in 

situations  based on very narrow 

slices of experience 

How long have you got 

to make an impression 

that will last?



The influence of 

reflective thinking,

critical 

consciousness , 

cognitive 

engagement,

etc... 

System 2



Teens and Toddlers 

(UK Charity https://www.teensandtoddlers.org/) 

System 2 in action

Teens and Toddlers 20-week programme where teens 
mentor a toddler. They supervise and play with a 
toddler, experiencing  demands and responsibilities. 
Followed by sessions that teach them about child 
development, parenting skills, sexuality and 
relationships. 

The pregnancy rate of  participants was 2.7% the 
national average was 4.1%. This lower rate was 
achieved in spite of the higher-risk teenagers that the 
programme targeted.

Teens and Toddlers brings home the responsibility of 
bringing up a child, fosters emotional development.

Some schools bring in young teenage 

mothers to discourage pupils. In many cases 

this will be ineffective or counter-productive. 





We don’t like thinking hard

Write down the first answer that comes to 
mind. 

• A bat and ball cost £1.10 in total.

• The bat costs £1 more than the ball.

• How much does the ball cost?  



Correct answer 5p

• The ball is 5p, the bat is £1 more, so it 
costs £1.05.

• So together they are £1.10

Wrong answer 10p

• If the ball cost 10p and the bat costs £1 
more than the ball the bat would cost 
£1.10 . 

• So together they would cost £1.20.  

(10p + £1.10)





1.Status Quo Bias

2.Habit

3.Loss

4.Feedback

5.Trust, liking and authority

6.Framing and Priming

7.Narrative

8.Social Norms



1 Status Quo 
Bias



Decision Fatigue 
(Mr. Spock gets tired easily) 

Do not 
confront 
people with 
too many or 
complex 
decisions as 
they react with 
inaction



Too much choice 

reduces decision making so use 

‘choice editing’ 



The Marshmallow Test (Vid)  
Children could have one marshmallow immediately or  two 

marshmallows in 15 minutes. 

One third of the children managed to wait 15 minutes. 

Those who waited longer do better in school, were more 

likely to go on to university and tended to be healthier and 

more popular.



Willpower : Ego Depletion

Roy Baumeister  & John Tierney, Willpower: Rediscovering our greatest strength 2012.

The ability to control 

impulses and 

response to 

temptation is a limited 

resource which is 

depleted every time 

we resist



Petrol pumps, Tube tickets, ATM’s

post 

completion 

error’ & forced 

functioning

People make errors 

when they think they 

have solved the a 

task. this is a ‘post 

completion error’ 

The more complex 

the change, the 

more steps involved 

the less likely it is 

that people will 

change. 



Your examples of 
Status Quo Bias 
being used to 
influence 
behaviour: 



2 Habit



• Nearly half of 
behaviour is 
habitual e.g. sleep 
shopping. 

• Habit is hard to 
break

• Habits are 
reinforced by cues, 
routines and 
rewards



Habit 

Intervention 

points



• Modification / substitution 

is easier that change

• Seek to disrupt unwanted 

habits by disrupting ; cues, 

routines and rewards

• Facilitate the setting up of 

new positive habits 

• After life events people are 

more open to change

Using Habit









Your examples of 

Habit being used 

to influence 

behaviour: 



3 

Gain and 
Loss



Fear of Loss +  Scarcity  + Social Norm



Loss and Gain

People are loss averse. Loss aversion 
also promotes inertia, e.g. I want to hang on 
to what I have.

A bet: I toss a coin, heads you win £X 
tails you lose £100. 

How much does £X have to be? 



Loss Aversion

Take a ticket!



Rationally there  is no 
difference  between a 5p 
reward for bringing your own 
bag and a 5p charge for a bag

Why reward people for bringing their own bags?

Loss Aversion.

We  respond when 

something free becomes 

something you have to pay 

for =  high visibility or 

“salience” 



Longer term 
BENEFITS

Turning Into

More immediate

BENEFITS

Short term 
COSTS

Reducing

Temporal Discounting





Optimism and Overconfidence. 

• People exaggerate the 
positive and down play 
the negative 
consequences of choice

• We avoid contemplating 
adverse outcomes and 
focus on best case 
scenarios.



Optimism



0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

I don’t feel comfortable 
talking about death

Death seems a long
way off

I am too young to
discuss death

Other people don’t want 
to talk to me about my 

death

Never thought about it

Why I have not discussed end of life issues with anyone

Male

Overconfidence



Discount Schemes 
Fear of Loss + Reciprocity + Reward



Your examples of 

loss being used to 

influence 

behaviour: 



• Bring gains into the now

• Position gain  as a way of retaining what 

people value rather than getting some new 

benefit

• Emphasise the loss that may result if no 

action is taken

• Use decision points to emphasise urgency

Using Gain and Loss  



4 

Feedback



Incentives
Conditional Cash Payments,  Argentina 

$53 month received by the 

families of more than 3.6 million children, 

conditional on school 
attendance and 
keeping up to date 
with vaccines and 
health check- up’s



DAZ prize incentives

• Win £1000

• Win £5

• Win 50p



Fines (negative feedback) need to be pitched  at the right level



Residents of a Swiss town were asked if 
they would agree to a nuclear waste 

facility being built nearby and 50.8% 
agreed. 

When the same question was asked, but 
residents were told they would receive 
financial compensation for this, the 
proportion agreeing changed to what?

24.6% 
(The incentive damaged intrinsic motivation)

Incentive



Loyalty Schemes
Relationship building

Reward
Reciprocity



Paris Parking fines March 2018

• People paying to park up 
form 7% to 17%

• New incentivised private 
company warden scheme 
with electronic scanners

• Fine up form 17€ to 100 €





Negative Reinforcement: 

The bad stuff stops when you stop what 
you’re doing

Hamburg, Germany, 

walls coated in

water-repellent that

make the pee rebound on

the perpetrator 

Negative reinforcement 

stops when you stop the                                     
behaviour.



Feed back;
Write it Down





Incentives and Disincentives

Need to be 

–Meaningful 

–Proportionate

–Fair



Feedback

1. Positive reinforcement should be 

the preference

2. Do not provide feedback that gives 

the impression that people are 

better than the social norm

3. Focus on value now 



Your examples of 

feedback being 

used to influence 

behaviour: 



5 

Trust & Liking



BRAND

A Brand is a Promise backed 

by a product or service that 

delivers that promise = 

Trust + Reduced risk = 

Liking and Loyalty



Sainsbury Brand Values



1. Brands are more than just 
products or services

2.They evoke memories and 
emotions associated with 
quality and good experiences

3.When consumers trust a 
brand, it makes them loyal 
and it makes them advocates 
for the brand

Brands Matter 



Brand Promise: 

Authenticity and Consistency

• Be authentic Don’t aim to build a brand, aim to solve a problem, build 

alliances and support

• Be consistent Consistent quality delivery  is what builds trust and the story 

of you brand. Align internal and external communication and delivery

• Enable and support staff, board, partners, funders and users  to become 

“Brand ambassadors”



Powerful Brands
1. Build your promise on deep 

understanding of what people 
want, need respect and trust

2. Don’t just give facts build a 
narrative

3. Know how your Brand fits 
with and enhances  the story 
of peoples lives                                

4. Everyone needs to work on 
enhancing the Brand 
everyday



Brand Building is Key:
1. Add consumer perceived value 

2. Help with choice making

3. Create difference and distinctiveness



• People are more likely to 
change if they like the 
person suggesting they 
do. 

• They are even more likely 
to change if the person is 
someone that they relate 
to and is like them.

Use influencers who are 

liked and respected 



Liking and Trust; 

Pick the right face and voice

1. Open communication style

2. Things in common

3. Complements 

4. Active listening



The Pratfall Effect

• Flaws if admitted make people more appealing 

as they enhance approachability and reduce 

perceptions of austerity.

• Flaunt if admitted demonstrate honesty and 

promote trust 

• E.g.:  Avis ‘When you are number two you try 

harder’ Stella Artois ‘ Reassuringly expensive’ 



Authority:
Titles
Attractiveness
Uniforms
Size
Skills
Experience
Similarity
Positional authority



Coached, dressed, and positioned to 

project Authority



Employees at Deutsche Bank were asked whether 
they would donate a day of their salary to charity.

Personalised emails from the CEO affected the 
rates of giving by what amount? 300%

Messenger



Using Trust & Liking

1. The programme voice and face must 

resonate with the audience

2. The tone needs to be authoritative not 

preaching

3. Keep it clear, avoid jargon & make it simple

4. Consistency, honesty and openness  



Your examples of 
trust and liking 
being used to 
influence 
behaviour: 



6

Framing & 
Priming



But my Barina



Framing 
Framing is the process of presenting information to 
people.  People react differently to the way information 
and facts are presented. 

–E.g. : Dr says “ of 100 people who 
have had this operation 10 are 
dead after five years” 

– “Of 100 people who have had this 
operation 90 are alive after 5 
years” 



Last Friday’s NRA marketing email. 

James: YOU AND I ARE NOW IN THE FIGHT OF OUR LIVES.

The gun-ban lobby and their cheerleaders in the media are blaming you for 

the actions of society's sickest and most depraved criminals.

They say YOU need to PAY – with YOUR FREEDOM. And 

they're coming after NRA and the Second Amendment 

with everything they've got.

Today I need your strongest support more than ever before.

So please, if you haven't already, renew or upgrade your NRA membership right now through our 

ONE-TIME SPECIAL OFFER that expires March 7th. You'll receive a generous discount off your 

dues, as well as a free gift to express my most sincere thanks.

Access your account right here, then use your membership number 

000017056060 to redeem your discount and receive your gift.

We can't save our gun rights in the critical days and weeks ahead without 

YOUR help. PLEASE let me hear from you NOW!

THANK YOU
Wayne LaPierre

Executive Vice President

National Rifle Association of America



Priming
• Priming is the process 

of using subtle 
influences to increase 
and promote 
associations coming to 
mind

• Associations can trigger 
behavioural change

• E.g. smells trigger behaviour





Perceived Quality 

• If BA claimed it was a 
luxurious airline sceptical  
consumers would scour 
their memory for counter 
arguments. So: 

• BA have used ‘The flower 
Duet from Lakme’ as a 
quality cue since 1989

• The Conscious mind 
doesn't realise it is being 
persuaded and any negative 
confirmation bias is not 
triggered 



Can we 

get 

people 

to be 

more 

honest?

http://www.staff.ncl.ac.

uk/melissa.bateson/Bat

eson_etal_2006.pdf

http://www.staff.ncl.ac.uk/melissa.bateson/Bateson_etal_2006.pdf




Primacy

What we hear, see ,experience  first has a big 
impression. So:

1. Ensure you go first, and or communicate the 
most important stuff first.

2. Your first impression needs to be as strong as 
possible

3. Once we make a judgment we are reluctant to 
change ( Loss) 



Expectancy Theory



• Test the framing of propositions prior to use

• Frame communications differently for 
different target groups

• Research  how priming such images, 
colours, and associations are perceived

• Use priming to reinforce and enhance social 
offers

Applying Framing and Priming



Your examples of 
framing priming 
being used to 
influence 
behaviour: 



7 
Narrative



Communications

• Salience

• Priming

• Low attention 
processing

• Emotional influence



Advertising
Advertisers use motivational research, psychological techniques to 

manipulate expectations and induce desire for products and services.

In 1957 Packard identified eight "compelling needs" that products and 

services can be positioned to fulfil

People buy products and services to satisfy 

these needs. 

1.Emotional security

2.Reassurance of worth

3.Ego gratification

4.Creative outlets

5.Love objects

6.Sense of power

7.My roots

8.Immortality



We are story tellers not 
mathematicians 

A price cue not the 
price is what 
matters 

A credible story 

about the good 

price is what 

matters e.g.

We give you the 

employees price



The story: 

We are cool, we are international, we 

provide a tailored service +

Low cost Big Impact



Fritz Heider humans 
need to develop stories 
about the world they 
inhabit

The Power of Narrative



Keep it clear 

and simple

• Restricted vocabulary

• Vocabulary is sixth 
grade level (11- 12) 

• Sacrifices nuance for 
range to be intelligible 
to the widest audience 



1979 Charles Lord

When you show 

someone factual 

evidence they  

only accept what 

fits their pre-

existing views
Lord, Charles, Ross, Lee, and Lepper, Mark (1979). 'Biased Assimilation and Attitude Polarization: The Effects 

of Prior Theories on Subsequently Considered Evidence, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 37 (11): 

2098-2109. 

“Confirmation bias.” 



1979 Charles Lord

When you show 

someone factual 

evidence they  only 

accept what fits their 

pre-existing views

Lord, Charles, Ross, Lee, and Lepper, Mark (1979). 'Biased Assimilation and Attitude Polarization: The Effects 

of Prior Theories on Subsequently Considered Evidence, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 37 (11): 

2098-2109. 

“Confirmation bias.” 



18 years ago, a physician in the 

UK published a study of 

12 children who had been given 

the MMR (measles, mumps, 

rubella) vaccine. 

It implied a scary correlation 



http://www.skep
dic.com/backfire

effect.html

Nyhan &  Reifler 

Correcting people can actually increase
misperceptions.



Nyhan & Reifler

When people who are 

mistaken get 

affirmation, it increases 

the odds that they’ll 

accept correct 

information 

Affirmation works, but we rarely use it



Stephan Lewandowsky 
# https://wearenarrative.wordpress.com/tag/lewandowsky/

It is not enough to knock down a 

myth and leave a narrative vacuum 

You must create a credible 

alternative narrative





The target 
audience?

Alternative Narrative and Brand



Get Emotional 
All information goes in through the heart

Messages need to hit 

an emotional chord

Heart first, Mind 

second



Building Powerful Narratives

1.Affirm peoples core values 

2.Don’t repeat  misinformation

3.Build facts into stories

4.Tell success stories about people and 

groups

5.Develop narratives that link  with the 

audiences values

6.Be careful when using vivid examples



Your examples of 
narrative

What is your story? 



8

Social Norms





Social Norms

• We like to conform. 

• People are strongly 
influenced by others.  

• The principle of social 
proof states that people 
tend to follow the most 
popular course of action. 



I am a Man



Use and foster tribal loyalty to 
create community ownership





Different forms of social norm

Descriptive      social norms

Prescriptive   

social norms

Perceptions of what 

others do

Injunctive social norms = 

What I think others think 

and believe.

Subjective social norms = 

What important people in 

my life think and believe



“Plogging“ = jogging & litter picking

#plogging 
• Environmentally-friendly fitness craze. 

• The hashtag #plogging on Instagram 
delivers great examples of how 
plogging communities have emerged 
around the world, including the UK.





Using social norms and peer to peer influence 

in social marketing for energy savings  

Project’ Porchlight’ Sponsored by 

utilities and governments  in the U.S. and 

Canada. 

• Volunteers deliver free CFL bulbs &  energy 

program information. 

• Peers presenting energy-efficient behaviours  

as mainstream  invokes the power of 

social norms. 

• People  change their behaviour if they 

believe that others are doing so.

• People harbour a strong desire to  be 

mainstream. 
http://www.environmentalleader.com/2010/03/22/using-social-marketing-to-

promote-energy-efficiency-and-conservation/#ixzz3ZM88QYot

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2010/03/22/using-social-marketing-to-promote-energy-efficiency-and-conservation/#ixzz3ZM88QYot


Sooper Cool Biz



Social Norms Action
1. State popularity and don’t assume scale is known.

2. Encourage joint action and support

3. Use appeals to help or come with others

4. Encourage community engagement



Your examples of 

social norms being 

used to influence 

behaviour: 



Cultural Difference
Cultural differences impact on 
what is considered to be:

›Fair

›Liked 

›Appropriate



Who wants to be a millionaire



Summary
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It’s all too complex!

I think we will just carry on 
doing what we did before!

What kind of bias is this?

It’s Complex but                      
it’s not Complicated



We need creative flair and risk taking but…..

Experiment and track impact



Inform

Educate

Support

Design

Control

Hug Nudge Shove Smack

© Strategic Social Marketing



Professor Jeff French
PhD, MBA, MSc, Dip HE, BA, Cert.Ed
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marketing.org

Twitter:
Twitter.com/jefffrenchSSM or 
@jefffrenchSSM

Linkedin: 
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jeff-french/14/998/582
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